Introduction
Forgotten Aesthetics

Aesthetic is woven into the fabric of Mursi life. It is a formal feature
of many Mursi customs, from continually renewed body adornment to
the poetics of cattle colours, from poems describing networks of people
to cattle-inspired dances, and from oratory art to political debates and
ritual innovations. The inspiration for this aesthetics is cattle, and daily
interactions revolve around cattle as the basis for identities and social
relations.
And yet, the destiny of bovine animals, despite the value and attention given to them, is to be put to death. We therefore need to understand what I called ‘amour vache’ (tough love, with an untranslatable
play on the word vache, cow) in the original French manuscript and why
this strong bond is governed by aesthetics.
I wish to show that aesthetics is not one field of experience alongside
others, but a transverse aspect of pastoralism and social and political
organization. That is why this volume on the Mursi departs from other
extant works covering the cultural area, which tend to offer more compartmentalized views of East African pastoral societies, leaving aesthetics on the margins.
In the West’s imagination, the aesthetics of East African pastors serves
mainly as romantic and orientalist inspiration, rife with evolutionist
prejudices (see Riefenstahl 1982, 1986; Silvester 2006; Zvardon 2006;
and critique by Tornay 2009; Eczet 2010a; Régi 2013). The Mursi women’s lip-plates have thus become a modern primitivist emblem.
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The West’s perception of aesthetics from this part of the world was
mainly shaped by early explorers’ stories and was widely disseminated
in the second half of the twentieth century by reporters of all kinds
(Abbink 1999, 2009). The first documented expedition down the Omo
valley was that of Vittorio Bottego in 1896, which brought back news
of the existence of a group called Tdama, Muu or Murzu. Probably the
ancestors of today’s Mursi, they were described as ‘the most savage of
African races’ with ‘loathsome tendencies and beastly habits’ (Vannutelli
and Citerni 1899). Between the late nineteenth century and the middle
of the twentieth century, it was quite common for explorers to express
such negative opinions about southern Ethiopia’s cattle herders. They
used the derogatory name ‘Shanqillas’, borrowed from Ethiopians of the
Highlands, which could be translated as ‘nigger’ or ‘slave’.
One example of the fascination and contempt of the times for ‘savageness’ is found in Frenchman Henry de Monfreid’s writings:
Approaching … I come across slaves walking in single file to the water. They
are Chancallas women, of Herculean build and with the faces of brutes. This
is the truly savage race. They are as black as soot, with low, receding foreheads and the hair of their small heads cut short. Their noses enormous
and flat, their lips thick. The whites of their eyes is bronze coloured, shot
through with red veins. They wear abudjedid tunics, so filthy they have
turned the colour of chocolate. No, freeing such beings would not be an act
of humanity, it would be reckless nonsense. (De Monfreid 1999: 93, letter
dated 1912)

Multiple illustrated works about East African cattle herders were published in the second half of the twentieth century. While the authors of
these works were intent on casting a more positive light on these groups,
they were not exempt from evolutionist prejudices, though these were
expressed differently (see Chapter 4). A whole range of physical and
cultural stereotypes were expounded – for instance, the Karas were described as seven-foot-tall giants and Hamar women were presented as
‘magnificent creatures’ necessarily descended from the Queen of Sheba.1
These writings repeatedly conflated paleontological and cultural times
(Tornay 2009): Lucy, the first Australopithecus and symbol of nascent
humankind, was wrongly located in the Omo and put forward as proof
of the primitive nature of the present. Art and relations with nature were
painted as naïve and spontaneous, wars as bloody (and of course for the
sake of status), and organization as anarchical. Body paintings were said
to bear witness to some original aesthetic intuition.
Anthropological works on cattle herders of the Omo valley, in contrast to such exoticism-tainted literature, have mainly focused on social
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Photo 0.1. The lip-plates became a primitivist contemporary emblem. During
the last few years, a large diffusion of coffee-table books proposed an evolutionist judgment on this practice. © Jean-Baptiste Eczet

organization. Their approach was partly determined by the geographical
origins of their authors: David Turton began his career in Manchester
and his initial training was British structural functionalism; Katsuyoshi
Fukui’s ethological and cognitive approach, with its focus on ecological
conditions, is in line with the kind of anthropology the Japanese carry
out in Eastern Africa (Ichikawa 2011); and Serge Tornay’s ethnographic
and carefully comparative undertaking is typical of France’s poststructuralist anthropology. All these anthropological traditions, despite their
variety, rejected the cognitive approach, which was viewed as reductive.
Wielding radically non-interpretative ethnography, Tornay (1982) attacked Dan Sperber’s (1974, 1982) theories about the place of cognition
in symbolism, as did Ivo Strecker (1988), the ethnographic specialist of
the Hamer, for whom sociality resides in the facts of language and interlocutory situations. The researchers each published an article presenting
the usual classification of colours in the region that makes cattle’s coats
the taxa of colour classification. This time, the point was to strongly oppose Berlin and Kay’s (1969) evolutionist model by showing the subtlety
of local classifications, keeping clear of any evolutive teleology.
The reason why aesthetics was ‘forgotten’ in anthropological works
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tive theories: such debates signal the ethnographers’ strong desire to
fight evolutionist approaches in describing the complexities of the
Omo valley cattle herders’ social lives, one of the goals being to help
them achieve statutory legitimacy within their respective nations. They
avoided describing the East African herders’ aesthetics, however much
on display it remained, in order to avoid unwittingly reinforcing the
prevalent primitivist preconceived notions concerning these people. For
depicting these people in works purported as iconographic archives of
doomed ancestral practices is just another way of denying them their
modernness, which goes hand in hand with a denial of their historicity.

Mursi Country (Baa Muni ), Past and Present
What is known about the past of the Mursi and neighbouring groups
provides us with clues as to their constant evolution and geographical
rooting. The history of the Omo region is a story of migrations, assimilations and divisions (see Turton 1988; Tornay 2001; Bader 2002; Wersvijver 2008), which drastically reduces the lasting existence of these
groups. The birth of the Mursi dates back 150 years, when a group
of pioneers crossed the Omo River in Karum, thus splitting from the
Suri (or Surma) and self-defined as Muni (plural Mun). Their territory,
which lies between the Omo and Mago Rivers, is not governed and no
census has ever been carried out; the Mursi population is estimated to
be 10,000.
Because of permanent migrations, assimilations and divisions, neighbouring groups are related in different ways when observed from different angles (linguistics, culture, identity, etc.). For instance, the term
‘Surma’ is used in the tourist industry and by linguists. It sometimes
designates the Chai/Tirma and the Baale. Similarly to the Mursi, they
practise pole duelling (called sagine by the former and donga by the latter). The Chai and the Tirma, who speak a language similar to that of the
Mursi, are sometimes collectively designated as the Suri (or Suuri), an
ethnonym used by Job Abbink, although Katsuiyoshi Fukui establishes
a distinction between the Chai and Tirma, and the Suri, using the latter
word for the Baale. The Baale typically illustrate dynamics of reciprocal
influence between the groups: their lifestyle is identical to that of the
neighbouring Suri, but they share less than 50% of their vocabulary
with the Tirma. They are linguistically related to the Murle and Olam in
Sudan. Historically, the author of a study of Sudan’s Kachepo (who call
themselves Suri) mentions that the clans bore the name of Baale (Bader
2002). It is possibly a clan that progressively separated and adopted the
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Ethiopian Suri’s lifestyle, for all agropastoralists in southern Ethiopia
consider that clanic separation is the typical way to form an independent group. Their agropastoral lifestyle was disrupted in the twentieth
century when the tsetse fly almost entirely destroyed their herds, forcing
them to grow tubers and cereals, and to take to beekeeping and pottery.
In the 1970s, an epidemic also destroyed a large part of the Suri’s (Chai
and Tirma) herds. However, they replenished their herds and did not
abandon their pastoral ethos.
A number of Mursi have Chai origins, because of migrations and
frequent marriages. The Mursi form a pioneer front, which continuously progressed north, taking territory from the Me’en. Together with
the Tishana farmers, the Me’en, who raise cattle, form the Bodi group
(named Tumuri by the Mursi). The Mursi and Me’en rarely intermarry,
are often at war, and yet personal friendships between them are durable.
The Mursi maintain more distant relations with the Tishana and do little
more than trade jewels and other manufactured goods with them.
The Mursi fully assimilated the Kwegu in the late twentieth century.
The Kwegu, who did not own cattle, had specialized in hunting, fishing
and gathering, and building pirogues. Their relationship with the Mursi
was one of clientelist mentoring: each Kwengu had a Mursi mentor who
would offer him protection and heads of cattle when he married, though
the animals stayed with the mentors (Turton 1986). In return, the Mursi
required services such as pirogue crossings of the Omo. Although they
did not intermarry, the Kwegu were gradually incorporated into the
Mursi, until they no longer existed independently, as shown by Woodhead (1982). The Kwegu origins of a number of Mursi are well known,
though they have now adopted the Mursi lifestyle. Some Kwegu still live
in Bodi territory.
Some elders say they came from a place that lies to the southeast, now
Borana territory, a claim supported by archaeological data. The supposition is that the Omo valley agropastoral people followed a spiral-shaped
path over the course of several centuries, travelling to the north of their
current territory, crossing the Omo River to settle on its west bank, then
crossing it again further south to settle on its east bank, which is their
current territory (Verswijer 2008). It is difficult to determine precisely
when the migration took place. The paucity of these groups’ material
cultures means archaeology has few traces to work from (Tornay 1975,
Abbink 2000). Apart from accounts dating from the Ethiopian conquest
(1898–99) or the Italian presence (1938–41), or written by rare travellers
(Vannutelli and Citerni 1899), we have virtually no information about
the more distant past. When Timothy Clack and his team conducted archaeological digs in Mursi territory (Clack and Brittain 2010), they found
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circular stone structures that formed platforms dating back to the nineteenth century and that fitted in with contemporary practices, only larger
in size. Similarly, a mere 300 kilometres northeast as the crow flies, funerary steles belonging to the Shay culture and dating from the tenth and
sixteenth centuries are engraved with motifs that are not found anywhere
else in Ethiopia, except on the Mursi’s bodies (Eczet and Poissonnier
2012). This data suggests a wide array of possible scenarios concerning
the past of the Mursi and the neighbouring groups. Hence, the only valid
position is to reject any fixist definition of their society, as has long been
circulated in popular written and photographic reports. The Omo valley is
not an inward-looking place that has lived in isolation since ancient times
and must no longer be described as a conservatory of archaism.
The Mursi live in an area stretching roughly 30 kilometres from east
to west and 70 kilometres from north to south. They practise transhumant pastoralism and grow sorghum, plus some squash, beans and tobacco. The daily production of food keeps women busy for many hours,
as it includes cooking various kinds of leaves (kinoe) that must first be
picked in the bush, milking cows and curdling the milk, grinding the
sorghum seeds on stone to obtain either porridge (tila), when mixed
into hot water, or a thick soup (shallu), when mixed into water and milk.
The Mursi hunt only occasionally, when food becomes scarce, and resort
to fishing only in the event of famine.
The Mursi raise zebus, a variety of small domestic cow suited to dry
zones. Zebus have a hump of fatty flesh on their backs. Their milk is
consumed in large amounts, often fermented, but is never made into
butter or cheese. The flesh is eaten whether the animal was killed or
died naturally. The best pastures are in the grassy central area of Mursi
country, as well as beyond the bushbelt to the East, but there herders expose themselves to potential raids by enemies, and the cattle may come
into contact with tsetse flies. A few small herds of goats may be found
and, more rarely, fat-tailed sheep. I noticed a few chickens in Mako,
which were presumably introduced by missionaries or because of the
proximity to highland markets. Herds are frequently moved about, but
their movements cannot exceed a few dozen kilometres eastwards or
westwards,2 as the Mursi are split into five sections along a north-south
axis.
Consistently with the frequent movements, Mursi dwellings are
meant to last only a few months or sometimes a few years. Field huts
(dori, plural doren) are straw domes propped up by sticks and are too
low to stand in, whereas pastoral camp huts (dera, plural deran) are
somewhat larger; they have a round wall made with big sticks, waterproofed with mud, and the beamed roof is thatched. Depending on the
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size of the hut, a central pillar may or may not support the framework.
Both types of dwellings are accessed through a low opening that keeps
the air inside cool during daytime.
Sorghum can be grown in two ways. The first is rain-fed farming. It
is the least dependable, since yields can vary considerably depending on
rainfall, which is unpredictable and very localized. Each person decides
where to farm, possibly in different places from one year to the next.
Some plots are passed on within clans, especially the better-defined
plots along the Omo River where crops are planted in the floodplains.
This type of farming also depends on rainfall in the highlands, but is
more dependable. However, this relative crop security is now jeopardized by the Gibe III dam. Since it was built upstream, farmers have been
forced to resort to irrigation and less water is available around Lake Turkana (Dassanech, Turkana), whose levels keep declining.
One of the initial reasons I chose to visit the Mursi for my fieldwork
was to be able to observe and describe the increasing involvement of
newly arrived nonregional actors: I wished to witness the early stages
of missionary work. When visiting Kenyan athletes a few years back,
I had travelled to the Kerio valley, where Samburu herders wore their
precolonial clothes and adornment while driving their cattle. There,
the locals had converted to Christianity en masse, as evidenced by the
large number of religious buildings. But after converting, they usually
abandon their traditional dress and jewellery in favour of Western-style
clothing. There lay a subject for my future research: how does one lead
an existence of pastoral transhumance in a globalized world and often
dictated by a missionary model of moral precepts and of centralized
religious life? Could Christianity’s typical pastoral metaphor resonate
particularly strongly in this part of the world? Documenting initial missionary work could be a valuable contribution for anthropology, mainly
because traces of early conversions are only found in missionary or colonial archives, modern conversions being more often than not second
conversions (after a first conversion in colonial times or before). But
reality soon caught up with me: the one and only mission located in
Mursi territory, near its northern border, had little impact on their daily
lives. It must be said that the Mursi have opposed everything centralized authorities have tried to impose on them for the past thirty years: a
national park, a police station, offers of positions in government bodies,
a ban on lip-plates, etc. Clearly, the Mursi and related groups treasure
their marginality as a way to circumvent domination by a centralized
state. They have done so differently from the Southeast Asian peasants
who found refuge in remote areas and produce social forms that allow
them to escape the reach of centralized authorities (see Scott 2009).
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Incidentally, their life on the margins was easy enough to preserve for
many years, because neighbouring colonial countries and Ethiopia itself
had long neglected the area, which is difficult to reach and contains
neither gold nor oil. Only from the 1970s onwards did the Mursi and
the Surma really have to face the Ethiopian state (Abbink 2002), though
without having to radically alter their lifestyle, as the Derg dictatorship
shut Ethiopia’s doors to anthropological research, tourism and most
missionaries from 1974 to 1991.
This is why the state and other characteristic traits of modernity will
be present only intermittently in this text – that is, when I observed
them.3 We will encounter tourists, government police and the early
stages of a sugarcane plantation. The reason I do not mention the dam,
which was about to be built during my last field trip, is that the threat
it posed was still rather abstract at the time. Likewise, I rarely mention
the sugar plantations started by multinational companies in the Omo
valley and the subsequent land clearing that took place from 2015 onwards, because these changes had not fundamentally altered the lives of
the Mursi. For instance, an elder Mursi called Olibuizir, whose political
opinions are highly respected, decided to plant his own sorghum seeds
on the very same plots of land that had been cleared, because the tedious work of soil preparation had already been done. Although criticized,
the intrusive land conquest was nonetheless reframed as a farming opportunity, and the land clearings were seen in a less catastrophic light.

Fieldwork
I spent twelve months in the field, mainly between 2008 and 2010,
and returned again in 2015. From the very first day, I carried out all my
research in the indigenous language, mun. In 2008, only two brothers
spoke English. The younger brother, Olibui ajaareholi Milisha, helped
me compile a personal dictionary as well as conjugation tables;4 the
older brother, Olibui achakte Olisirali, spent time with me on two occasions for transcriptions and translations of poems and political debates.
The first few months I spent near Mako, in the northern part of the
territory, in a dense farming area near the Mago River. I often stayed
with the women and children, who kindly taught me the basics of mun.
A handful of missionaries from Serving In Mission lived there too; their
mission, which had been there for nearly two decades, comprised a
school and a little-used clinic. With this school, plus another small one
located on the country’s central plateau (the only two non-Mursi places
on the territory), some children were able to receive an education in
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Amharic. Afterwards, I settled in a cattle camp, from which I was able to
frequently travel as far as Magento, the grassy central plateau. There, I
spent more time in the company of the men and their cattle.
That year, the Banko River ran dry very early and every day the bovines were sent far away to find water. For several months, our only
food resources, apart from the occasional basket of thick porridge, were
milk and sometimes the meat of dead cattle. I carried out my final bit
of fieldwork near Magento, where my network of acquaintances was
in large part renewed. Generally speaking, I avoided considering those
hosts who became my friends as key informants – a type of relationship
I am not comfortable with – and preferred getting involved every day
with different individuals of all ages, both men and women. My two female best friends greatly facilitated things by feeding me, protecting me
and teaching me farming, whereas my two male best friends introduced
me to their pastoral and political life. All helped me learn mun, but no
individual was my sole source of information. Two of my acquaintances
died while I was in the field. Others played an important role in my
daily life, and I could not possibly draw a full list of the kind Mursi who
accepted my presence and answered my questions.
The Mursi voluntarily live with few material possessions; to fit in, I
usually slept wherever I happened to be at dusk, sleeping in my tent
only occasionally; my personal belongings all fit in a small rucksack. In
that way, I was never really cut off from the course of everyday life.
There were moments of relative withdrawal from social life, for example, late at night or during early-morning activities, and though they
were not times of important discussions, they nonetheless provided me
with opportunities to observe intimate moments, such as when people put on and shifted their body ornaments around or recited certain
poems. Being woken in the middle of the night by a kick in the shoulder
from someone wanting to chew tobacco was tiring indeed, but it taught
me something about my hosts, for instance, this crucial Mursi concept: the concept of ree and its verbal form reg’ey, the ‘visual impulse’,5
which necessarily involves meeting the eye of the other and interacting
with the other. Sleep is perceived as a strange moment, one of dreaded
withdrawal, such as during an illness. Therefore, sleep is never actively
sought or particularly respected, not even by a mother for her child.
Generally speaking, being fully involved in communal life gave me
a far better understanding of the Mursi than if I had sometimes had the
possibility of withdrawing from daily business. If I hadn’t constantly
renewed and revived existing relationships, it would have been held
against me. Being myself required to continually stabilize temporary ties
during my fieldwork, I came to understand the way in which Mursi
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relations functioned: it is necessary to build and permanently activate a
network of acquaintances.
This requires constant work, but the upside is that it is very easy to
extend one’s network. As the terms of relationships are not determined
once and for all by status, acquaintance or personal affiliation, I was
free to engage with anyone without prior introduction. Similarly, relations are not mutually exclusive: I would stay with junior warriors, then
would go somewhere with wives without taking particular precautions
or having to worry about getting flak. However, one issue kept cropping
up: it was desirable that I own a few heads of cattle, preferably oxen
whose hide matched the colour in the name given to me.

Ubiquitous Cattle
East African pastoralism is generally defined through the emphasis on
the emotional bond between cattle and their owners, which is visible in
their numerous bodily and poetic practices. Some authors have considered that the herders’ habit of putting cows at the heart of all expression
stemmed from an ‘obsession’. What my research intends to achieve is
precisely to account for the ubiquity of cattle without venturing into
a discussion of these herders’ all-consuming passion, as this would
amount to supporting propositions based solely on a mental disposition
(and a negative one too): can diverse practices, recurring among all the
Nilotic peoples of East Africa, really be explained away as the result of
an emotion or inclination?
At the same time, there is no denying that specific bonds are formed;
this was visible, for example, in one man’s tears when a friend’s ox bearing the same name as him was sacrificed. Neither can the wealth of
cattle-related aesthetic practices be reduced to economic or ecological
considerations. What I propose is a different perspective on this relationship with cattle: rather than asking why references to cattle are ubiquitous, maybe we should be asking ourselves which ubiquitous social
relations bovines embody.
The pervasiveness of cattle in East African pastoral societies was
noticed very early on and was named the ‘cattle complex’ (Herskovits
1926). Inspiration for the term came from the generic concept of ‘cultural complex’ developed in diffusionist anthropology (Graebner 1911).
It refers to a key chain of activities in a society, revolving around a living
being or an artefact – Schlee (1994) thus talks about a ‘camel complex’
among the herders of northern Kenya. The polysemy of the expression
‘cattle complex’ has sometimes made it confusing (see Mair 1985), as
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Photo 0.2. The relationship between East African pastoralist and cattle is remarkable due to the emotional, expressive attachment that they have for their
cattle. © Jean-Baptiste Eczet

has the multiplicity of actions related to cattle, whose scope extends
beyond livestock farming. The operative definition I retained for cattle
complex in this body of work is the following: the presence of cattle,
either direct or referential, in all activities and discourse.
What most surprises outsiders is precisely the identification between
herders and their cattle, and the recurring poetic expressions about
cattle. However, little academic attention has been devoted to the subject so far. The few studies that examine the emotional attachment of
herders to their animals did so through a prism inspired by psychoanalytical theses (Beidelman 1966). This literature perceived the ways in
which herders ritually put their cattle on show, and put them to death,
as collective projections of individual issues.6 Incidentally, such ethically
questionable psychologizing interpretations are the reason why East African herders have been deemed obsessive even to this day (see, for example, Gabbert 2012). Said obsession was even held up as an example
of the well-known ‘tragedy of the commons’ described by Garett Hardin
(1968), with so-called ‘pastoral egoism’ put forward as the explanation
for a purported lack of rationality in cattle breeding.
Some authors took the opposite view and, drawing inspiration from
Evans-Pritchard (1940), showed how refined this pastoralism was with
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regard to the ecological and political organization (Almagor 1978; Fukui
1996), while others, such as Galaty (1981), and Galaty and Johnson
(1990) proposed studies on the strategies and political and economic
challenges of modern pastoralism from a development-oriented perspective. Others have also described the evolutions of East African pastoralism – for instance, Hutchinson (1996) shows how cattle-specific
exchange spheres (Bohannan 1955) opened to other items such as firearms and how money gradually replaced cattle as a token of exchange.
I wanted to avoid explaining bovine pervasiveness in a pejorative
way (using the obsession justification) and nor did I want to concentrate
exclusively on a specific theme (such as economics or ecology). Instead,
I focused my attention on the multiplicity and complexity of bovine
occurrences, without positing a unique definition of cattle. There are as
many cows and oxen as there are mediations in various social interactions; therefore, livestock are present in each and every moment of Mursi
life. It may be a good to be traded, a source of poetic inspiration, or a
companion who quenches thirst. Bovines are all this at once, and in my
work I show that they can appear as artistic representations, coloured
references, ideomorphs (see Chapter 7), colour prototypes, centres of
affection or proof of public renunciation. Hence, the omnipresence of
cattle is the sign of something other than an obsession or strong economic interest. In other words, the first step is to explain the ubiquity
of cattle; only then may this relational tool be better understood not as
an end, but as a practical tool in the ‘relational economy’ mentioned by
Evans-Pritchard (1965 [1934]). The idea is avoid seeking a unique
factor (ecological, economic, symbolic or other) behind ubiquity, i.e.
a cause in proportion to the effects (Latour 1985). In this way, we can
understand Mursi customs and respect their uniqueness without erring
on the side of excessive exoticism.

Cattle Aesthetics and Social Organization
Another original feature of East African herders is that they base the
rules of their social and political organization on the different stages of
life. The Mursi belong to the numerous groups that we usually call ‘societies with age sets and generation sets’, which are founded on a type
of organization referred to as an ‘age-set system’. The system of age sets
itself was often studied from a comparative perspective,7 which paid
little attention (if any) to aesthetic practices.
Yet it is immediately apparent that the Mursi express themselves in
different aesthetic styles depending on their age. Furthermore, in daily
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life, aesthetics is more frequently visible – in the form of adornment,
poems, etc. – than the belonging to age sets, which reveals itself in rituals or political action (see Schlee 1998). The approach I propose therefore aims to understand the age-set system through its relation with
aesthetic practices.
In his seminal work, David Turton aimed to describe the Mursi’s social organization, i.e. their age-set system and the way it worked (1973:
124–50). Yet Turton himself eventually admitted that describing it as
an autonomous form of social organization was a hopeless endeavour
and abandoned the idea. Instead, he decided to study the interaction of
the age-set system with other variables (territory, space, etc.), since the
Mursi are always mobilizing different organizations depending on the
occasion, be it a regular event (following the agricultural or pastoral calendar) or a contingency (conflict or famine). This malleability is a typical feature of so-called segmentary societies. The anthropological term
‘segment’ has a vernacular equivalent: the term buran (plural buranyoga).
A buran is a unit that changes constantly according to the context; it can
range from one’s immediate circle to all of the Mursi (buran a munion)
and includes the five territorial sections that are mainly involved in the
forming of groups of opponents during pole duels. Similar to a taxon in
biology, which is not dependent on the level of arborescence (it may be
a reign, a gender, a species, etc.), a buran is a community that considers
itself as such as long as the association exists. Thus, what becomes clear
with this notion of buran is that several types of ephemeral organizations
may emerge and then disband. They are not mobilized at the same time
or for the same reasons, and no single criterion defines a social relationship8 once and for all. The same goes for age sets: only occasionally are
they mobilized to identify persons – exclusively males. In day-to-day
life, belonging to a certain rank9 generates only limited social expectations. For instance, no one expects a ‘senior warrior’ to marry, though he
is entitled to do so provided he owns enough cattle, just like any other
man. If he does so, his life will change: he will leave behind his pastoral
companions living in separate cattle camps and will join other married
men, likely ‘little elders’, in villages near fields. Indeed, marriage largely
determines where one lives, and these living places are mainly going to
be determined by farming activities. In that sense, marriage has a much
greater impact on daily life than a change in grade, even an important
change such as that from warrior to elder (Turton 1973: 137).
Generally speaking, age systems are linked to kinship in various ways
(see Almagor and Baxter 1978), but there is no direct causality. Pastoral
associations are mainly formed on the basis of friendships and good
relations, with kinship sometimes playing a part, although not a promCattle Poetics
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inent one.10 Also, as Tornay (2001) suggested, the age system does not
create ancestors. If you ask someone about their ancestry, the answer
will not go any further than the names of their direct ascendants. Sometimes a man will not even mention his own father, but will answer with
the name of his kogine, an ancestor to whom no precise filiation can be
traced back. Several kogine constitute a clan (kawuchuwa) whose definition is twofold: an ancestry on the father’s side, without any names being
stated, and a place near the Omo River. These clans are mainly mobilized when matrimonial alliances are formed and in cases of mediation
in conflicts within the Mursi.
In other words, there is no overarching, stable and continuous order
that could neatly fit into a graph of age sets. Besides, theoretical age systems are often not very good transcriptions of empirical situations, with
over-old or over-young individuals who do not fit into any set or have
not met social expectations. Indeed, what is remarkable about these systems is that they would simply be unliveable if they actually matched
their descriptions by the Mursi. This is a classic example of the discrepancy between theory and practice. Age systems are drastic simplifications of daily life, and the purpose of the age criterion is clarification: it
appears primarily in political contexts, to organize public debates, when
the elders’ authority must morph into decision-making power. The singularity of each individual (their idiosyncrasy) is reduced to a status
(determined by the grade), which allows them or not to take part in the
debate (the right to speak). Thus, the age system is a way of altering the
conditions of daily interactions to create political personas at certain
specific moments, in order to give legitimacy to the power of speech
and the agreement of listeners, in a society where the non-hierarchical
ethos requires a specific system to accept that some members should
decide for others. This is why the age system is not a social structure,
but a social and political tool that reconfigures daily relations to prepare
political governance. But what makes these positions of authority legitimate is the mastery of various aesthetic expressions in daily life, which
subside during political events. Aesthetics is therefore the hidden side
of the political moment.

From Interactions to Institutions
In this work, I have tried not to assume the existence of social structures or overarching ontological conceptions if I did not actually observe
them. That is why the chronology of my investigation and my account
progresses from what is labile and relative towards what is durable and
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category-based. The book begins with an aesthetic grammar, in which I
describe Mursi customs as tools to create relations between individuals.
Only at the end of the work are they replaced in the whole collective life.
I first present the poetics of names, since designing persons is a prerequisite for every interaction among the Mursi. The description of the
dozens of names used to designate each individual on a daily basis reveals how strong ties are created among individuals and their cattle, by
way of the colours the names refer to, and how these features shape
transmission networks parallel to kinship networks (see Chapters 1 and
2). The names, cattle and colours belonging to each person are then
woven into poems. These poems not only express the unique identity
of the persons uttering them, but also suggest various temporal perspectives that imply internalizing category-based perspectives: young or
old, male or female (see Chapter 3). Bodies and adornment are part and
parcel of daily social relations, but following very different logics. The
more ephemeral ornaments (clay or cow-dung paintings, paintings for
tourists and jewels) contribute to revealing certain relations or managing
certain interactions (see Chapter 4). Longer-lasting ornaments (women’s dresses, scarification and lip-plates) form a common repository of
collective references, carried directly on bodies, for these references are
otherwise scattered across time and space because of the Mursi’s transhumant, pastoralist way of life (see Chapter 5). Dances offer a picture of
the broader pastoral group (humans and cattle) by staging human relations alongside cattle relations, thus highlighting the fact that in order
to come into existence, marriages as well as herds need the entire group
(see Chapter 6). From the description of all these practices, which involve cattle either directly or as a reference, I propose to consider the
relationship between persons and cattle in its two stages, the first being
the establishment of a personalized relationship, and the second the
killing. I do this without resorting to traditional psychologizing theories
that analysed it either as obsession or as the symbolic emphasis of an
economic necessity (see Chapter 7). In the next three chapters, I then
endeavour to demonstrate how aesthetic practices and the relationship
with cattle are part and parcel of the formation of age classes, ritual life
and political governance. I first show how daily aesthetic practices enable the age criterion and its legitimacy to emerge in a political context
(see Chapter 8). Aesthetic practices are indeed organized into different sensory repertories as individuals get older, and even though they
do not imply any hierarchy in their daily uses, they legitimate the fact
that a hierarchy of age classes does occasionally materialize in a political context. Age sets, which temporarily structure certain contexts, are
therefore more of a ‘performative structure’ (Sahlins 1989) than a social
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organization. In this way, a non-hierarchical ethos can coexist with a
hierarchy based on age sets.
I then present a chronicle of the events that occurred during my
fieldwork, including famine, adultery, a deadly accident between neighbours, homicides by sugn (or Ari, farmers from the highlands) and governmental presence. This is how the Mursi meet, for they otherwise live
scattered across pastoral and farming areas. They are able to face these
troublesome events through two types of collective mobilizations. The
first gives rise to major formal innovations, drawing from daily aesthetic
practices. The goal is to closely fit the particular problem encountered
by the parties: these are ritual processes, the aim of which is to restore
persons to decent relational conditions (see Chapter 9). The second type
of collective mobilization is political moments (see Chapter 10). These
take the form of public debates devoted to the search for consensus
regarding a particular problem and its resolution. Public debates are
very restrictive, stereotyped arrangements that involve more than the
individuals who triggered the event. The distinction between these two
types of activities, and the resulting local definition of political activity,
is phrased according to segmentary logic: when a problem affects only
those who caused it, i.e. when the equivalent segments can confront
each other and negotiate (neighbours, villages or territorial sections),
then it is handled in a ritual way; when a problem affects people other
than those who caused it, i.e. when a segment can imperil another
segment with no possibility of confrontation (for example, if someone
taking revenge on a neighbour causes a village to be in danger), then
it is handled through political means. Politics come to the rescue of
non-equivalent segmentary oppositions.11
In my alternative portrait of a Nilotic group, I brought together the
wealth of aesthetic practices, the ubiquity of cattle and the age system
while steering clear of, respectively, expressive gratuitousness, unlikely
emotional assumptions and a mechanistic social structure. I took seriously cow dung smeared on faces, arms raised skywards mimicking
cow horns and Old Country Fire calling his camp neighbour ‘Giraffe
Nearby’. Because names are powerful tools of dual relationships and the
first thing the Mursi told me about themselves, it is appropriate to begin
with them.

Notes
1. See Chennevière 1985, 1986, 1989.
2. To the west, crops can be grown on the Omo River’s floodplains, whereas the east
is an area of pastures. Given the geographical location of these complementary
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activities, people tend to travel between east and west rather than between
north and south.
For an analysis of the women’s point of view on ‘modernity’ as visible in interactions with tourists, missionaries and the government, see Latosky (2013).
See the appendices in Eczet (2013).
Defining this term is one of my goals in Chapter 1.
See also Beidelman 1966.
For example, see Stewart 1977.
See Turton (1973: 116 and 132) on why it is problematic to consider even territorial sections as stable, noncontext-dependent data.
Men go through six ranks as they advance in age: changalay (plural changala),
dong’ay (plural dong’a), teri (plural tero), rori (plural rora), bari (plural bara) and
karue (plural karo). When translated according to the social expectations associated with each set, changalay are ‘big children’, dong’ay are ‘junior warriors’,
teri are ‘senior warriors’, rori are ‘junior elders’, bari are ‘senior elders’, and karue
are ‘old men’ or ‘retired elders’. The adjectives ‘junior’ and ‘senior’ (tini and
bô) are the Mursi terms for distinguishing between younger and older individuals within a same grade; they also indicate precedence between wives or
birth order. I use them because a mentoring system is set up between warriors
of adjacent grades. Similarly, the distinction between elders can be phrased in
terms of ‘junior man’ (hiri a tini) and ‘senior man’ (hiri a bô). Recruitment to a
grade is individual until ‘senior warrior’, then all the members of a given grade
move on to the higher grade. The truly systemic part of this age system thus
starts at ‘junior elder’, for the movement of one of its member implies that of
the others. In other words, recruitment becomes collective starting at the grade
of ‘junior elder’ (rori), so only from then on do age sets exist. An age class is a
historic section of individuals who have reached a grade together. There is one
class of ‘junior elders’ (rori), one of ‘senior elders’ (bari) and, depending on
how many are still alive, one or two of ‘old men’ (karue). When members of a
class move up one grade, the class retains its name. What Turton (1973: 133)
named ‘generational classes’ is the simple grouping of four age classes, alternating between Gamal and Kirin. In practice, when all the individuals belonging
to a generational class comprising four adjacent classes pass away, then the
following generational class gives the four next age classes the name of the generational class that just died. The group is considered the extension of an age
class and is not truly recognized as a generation, where fathers beget sons who
in turn become fathers and beget other sons, like in the Nyangatom’s age system
(Tornay 2001).
Tornay (2001) uses the expression ‘good pastoral companionship’, while
Almagor (1978) uses ‘pastoral partners’
Generally speaking, debates in Ethiopia have been categorized as ‘traditional
justice’ and not politics – for example, this is what Pankhurst and Assefa (2008)
did in their report on customary dispute resolution institutions.
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